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begging, however, was not a universal means of livelihood, and not all
dervishes were compelled to live in hospices. as early as the first half of
the seventh/ thirteenth century, a certain number of dervishes, probably
organized in the way of communities, lived in the villages of khoy, north-
central anatolia, and tarsus, a city in southern syria. those involved had
remained aloof from the urban qalandari and abdal fields of activity; for
the most part, they were bound to the pilgrimage and were supervised

by a master of their own choice. [89] even after they separated from the
urban milieu, their dietary habits were definitely not those of the

qalandari. the most influential of these developments was the system of
the musallahiyun of aleppo, which has led to the theory of a turkish origin
of the qalandari. [89] in the tenth/sixteenth century, perhaps in the wake
of increasing siyam al-shariah, qalandari and abdal associations came to
stay in urban centers. one of the earliest of them was the 'abbasiyya of
bursa (i.e., bursa, presently in turkey). [90] despite their ability to offer

some financial relief, the shariah-bound dervishes of this milieu were for
the most part regarded with suspicion and distrust by the shariah-

inclined urban dervishes. the turn of aleppo toward strict adherence to
the shariah is well documented. here, too, it should be noted that the
consolidation of the qalandari had produced no consensus as to the

interpretation of the shariah; muhtasibs, muftis, and khatibs differed on
minor issues, and the differences were usually of little consequence. in

the case of the sufis, the influence of a certain group of shattari
calligraphers was decisive in the formation of the ḥadīth al-kirām, and
the teachings of their master, yūsuf al-kirmani, remained a consistent

influence on many members of the group.
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have addressed elsewhere, had an even greater impact on the spiritual
life of islam. to some extent, these developments are an integral part of
the history of the qalandari trend. the qalandariyah of the later middle
period represented both a spiritual reformation and, to some extent, a
retraction of the renunciation of the early middle period. as we have
noted, a variety of individualistic ascetic paths, many of which were
anarchist in nature, were present in islam during the mid- to ninth

centuries in the fertile crescent, iran, as well as in and around the fertile
crescent at the beginning of the twelfth/ seventeenth-century. haydar

apparently gave up his titles as teacher and imam and settled down on
the mountain. he received many visitors who came to him for spiritual

instruction. his house became a place of attraction for people, and
shaykh nasir al-din mahmud chiragh-i dihli (d. 757/1356) himself visited

him one day. although the master engaged in intense debates with
mahmud, haydar maintained a deep silence throughout the whole

conversation. the master was quite taken aback by this unusual and
uncharacteristic behavior, so he struck a bargain with haydar by asking

him to converse with him in the name of allah. on the following day,
haydar agreed to this request. the master began talking about

worldliness and asked him if it was not possible to practice khirad on the
mountain. haydar answered that he had made a covenant with god and
that the mountain was the only place on which he was free to practice.

his answer, however, was accompanied by prolonged silence. the master
then asked him how he had left civilization, and haydar replied, "i left, as
thou dost leave, because i felt that my soul was being pulled out of me.

when i saw that i was being exhausted and my spiritual energy depleted,
i desired to free myself of the bonds of the world. thus i tried to free

myself of materiality and worldly attachments." the master realized the
truth of haydars words, and he left the mountain. the story of haydar has

been told extensively in the works of the fifteenth-century sufi master
dhakwan shamsudin shah (d. 1464). 5ec8ef588b
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